LESS FRICTION, MORE EFFICIENCY.

MAN Genuine Oil “VIVAX” for MAN TGE.
High-performance engines are not only to be found on the racetrack. High-performance engines are also the ones that deliver serious power. This is exactly what MAN TGE vehicles do – on the street, in the city, through the countryside, on a construction site – from sunrise to sunset. Strong vibrations, dirty air, start-stop driving, frequent engine braking and much more are just part of a regular day's work.

MAN GENUINE ENGINE OIL
High-performance oil for high-performance engines.

Quite simply.
This is why you should choose MAN Genuine Engine Oil:

- Longlife oil with flexible change intervals of up to 50,000 km
- Longer service life, even under extreme conditions
- High efficiency and performance with minimal oil usage
- Cleaning effect helps to stop sludge forming
- Can reduce fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions
- Helps to reduce the total cost of operation (TCO)
- Also available in a handy 1-litre canister
- The portfolio is reviewed continually in light of technical developments – it is adjusted and extended if required.

One thing is clear: this is not a van, this is an MAN. Your TGE gives everything it’s got – every day, in every season. Its full power is at your service. It’s also clear that those who give their best deserve the best. For an MAN, this means original products. MAN Original Oil “VIVAX” is perfectly formulated for the high demands of the TGE. Our genuine oils are proven to provide optimum protection against wear, and thus contribute to a longer lifespan and a reduction of overall operating costs. The best – just good enough for your TGE.

ONLY THE BEST FOR THOSE WHO GIVE THEIR ALL.
Our best for your TGE.